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A Servant Church in a New ·African Nation:

Leadership as a Service of Listening.
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•

Africa is living through the Dart.: Ages! One would have
thought that slavery and colonisation would be the greatest
of tragedies the sons and daughters of the continent would
ever undergo. But the recent Rwandan massacres which may
give lessons on sadism and genocidal mania to Nazi Germany

shocked Africa and the world at this end of,the 20th century.
The massacres marked a giant step back into primitive
sentiments of vengeance. Furthermore, the persistence of
mis-governance by military dictators in Nigeria and other

regimes in Africa cast gloom on a continent
dominated by pesstmtem. The silver lining was the successful
multiracial elections in South Africa which saw the veteran
nationalist Nelson Mandela as the first president.
The events of Rwanda had such unnerving effects all over
the world that the month-long Roman synod for Africa was
dictatorial

by its gloom. A Nigerian bishop made the
memorable remark that ethnic blood is thicker than baptismal
water. This barbarism may have moved the synod Fathers, in
their message to the People of God, to adopt a clear position
on issues of justice, peace and human rights. The bishops
underlined the relationship between peace and democratic
beclouded

rule. They had

severe things to say about tribalism, about
responsible politics, and about the responsibility of the
military in the spiral. of violence cutting across Africa.
Recently, the Catholic bishops of Nigeria emerged from their
plenary meeting in Enugu to express, in very strong terms,
their concern about the suffering of the masses of Nigerians
and to denounce the rape of democracy in Nigeria. It is hoped
that their statement �7ill be followed by convincing action",
The purpose of this study is to show that Africa is capable
of gett:Qlg out of its dark night by fully depending on its own
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of
traditional
African
experience
the power of transforming African
societies, and of making the church in Africa witness to an
alternative society. But the unfortunate experience of Africa
resources.

The

democratization

has

since the time of slavery through colonialism to the post
colonial period has created a situation of weakness and of
turning the continent to respond to the interests and

objectives of the West at all levels
religiOUS.

-

political, social, economic

and

Most African Societies determined their aims and

objectives

democratic way before the modern period i. e. before the
15th century. The first thesis I like to explore as being

in

a

-

politics and ecclesiology in our context is that
African traditional societies have always been democratic.
Consequently, the fundamental elements of the democratic
relevant for

social organisations of Africa need only to be updated or
modernized for the realisation of a dynamiC process of
democratization in Africa. Thus statements like "Africa is not
ripe for democracy" cannot be sustained after a patient study
of. African history and traditions.
Democracy is a situation where people who make up a
society are aware of their common interests and objectives,
determine the way to realise such interests and objectives,
and participate in the execution or realization of such aims
and objectives of their society. A government is thus
democratic when members of the society are chosen or
acclaimed to lead the society in the realisation of its aims.
Only a people which negotiates in all sovereignty the
conditions for its constitution into a nation and defines its
aims and objectives may hope to Ii ve in democratic conditions.
Secondly, the so called "democratization process" which
became popular in many African countries in the 1990s do not
necessarily represent a real experience of democracy. Some
have rightly pointed out that the national conferences held in

French-speaking African countries created the
opportunity for the people to express the common interests
and objectives of their society. Apart from Benin Republic the
rest of the exercise has not yielded much political results.
The establishment of a multi-party state does not in itself
mean that a society is democratic. Multi-partism is however
desirable for the realisation of democracy.
many
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Finally, since

the

spiritual world looms large in traditional

social organisation, we have elements which will influence for
the better the style of leadership in the christian church.

study defends the thesis that only a church which
its autonomy and is responsible for its witness to the

This

assumes

resurrected Jesus may hope to make a contribution to humane
in Africa. Furthermore, rights and freedoms in the

living

church

are

Kingdom

or

the highest testimony of the presence of
the transformation of the world.

the

I shall argue these points by first of all examining the two
principal ways of social organisation in Africa before the
modern period.

1. Two Principal Ways of Social
Historians

and

Organisation

anthropologists

in Africa.

acknowledge

that

the

patterns of organizing society which were in place before the
historic contact with the Portuguese in the 15th century defy
easy classification. In other words it is not easy to
these organisations with existing Western patterns of
But

one

takes the risk of
societies

with

identify
society.

bringing them together into two
dispersal of authority or with

categories:
authority in the hands of many, and those with centralized
authority.
1.1.

Authority

in

Many Hands.

The idea of the exercise of

authority by many leaders in
small
communities appears to be the most common
relatively
of
social
pattern
organisation in sub-saharan Africa. This is
the way followed by bands of hunters and gatherers like the
pygmies of Central Africa and the San of Kalahari desert.
They constitute small autonomous groups. An elder or
kindred head, assisted by or along with family heads,
assumes ritual and political leadership.
This preference for the exercise of authority by many is
also realised in fairly populous ethnic groups which are not
receptive to a strong and centralized authority. The
interesting example is the Igbo of Nigeria who would be
counted in millions during the period under review. The most
generalized pattern of social organisation among them is the
6
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village-group. The village-group is a federation of clans. The
clan is composed of kindreds, and the kindred is made up of
extended families. The head of the eldest or principal clan
presides over the assemblies of the village-group attended by
other heads, etc. But decisions which affect the life of all the
clans constituting the village-group necessarily involve

family, kindred and clan levels. Orders which
top without prior discussion or negotiation are
The
saying igbo enwe eze (lgOO have no king)
ignored.
means
that 19b<> do not tolerate autocracy. Each
simply
is
an autonomous community.
Some groups
village-group
constitute themselves into mini-kingdoms
like the Onitaha
and West Niger IgOO who have well developed Obis (kings or
chiefs) similar to the Yoruba or Bini experience. But these
mtnt-kmqdoms maintain the basic patterns of the Igbo
experience of authority. Aristocratic associations (ozo)
develop as a mark of success with increasing political
privilege and responsibility. Tradeassociations (like medicine
men, black-smiths, etc.) and age grades are developed.
It is a situation where laws or decisions affecting the
society at various levels and of various shades and forms are
discussed in meetings of the youth (age grades), married
women, daughters (married to other village-groups), titled
people, elders, afo-holders (family, clan or kindred heads),
etc. As the society is anchored on the sacred, ritual is
exercised on various levels by heads of families, kindreds,
clans and village-groups; by priests of divinities (especially
Ala
the Earth deity which, along with ancestors, presides
over the land, its laws and morality). Finally, there is a
priest-kingship in one village-group (Nri) which exercises
ritual authority in most of Igboland. The king of this village
group sends out priests to purify all manner of crimes or
abominations against the land. Since there is no centralized
authority, matters of litigation which are not resolved to the
satisfaction of litigants may be referred to oracles which are
the last court of appeal. The lbini-ukpabe oracle of the
Arochukwu village-group was the most developed.
The societies which prefer authority in many hands are
found among peoples like the Tivof Nigeria and the Gikuyu of
Kenya. In these societies there is a genuine experience of
republicanism or direct democracy. Contact with neighbouring
consultation
come

from

on

on

-

-
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groups is facilitated by exogamy and trade. Disputes and
wars necessitate treaties and agreements about safe passage
of citizens of one group through another's territory. The

power of these groups lies in persuasion rather than
coercion. There also lies their weakness. Their restricted
numbers and limited range of coercive influence make them
highly vulnerable. They have a highly developed pattern of

consultation, but they lack the force to defend themselves
against a centralized and militant group. For exam�, in the
13th century, the Bini kingdom (founded by the Edo ethnic
group) had little difficulty in over-powering Igbo village
groups. But the experience of centralized authority in the
typical African pattern consists of a st:r;onger federation of
more

groups.

1.2. Centralized Authority

.

The

experience of centralized authority in African
kingdoms has attracted more ettention than the cases of
dispersal of authority. These kingdoms are called states
(aa::ording to the experience of the West) while the other
types are classified as stateless societies. But I shall show
that there are common elements which undergird the formation
of both types of society.
The primary characteristic of African kingdoms is the
existence of a kingship
which is either hereditary (like the
or
elective
the
(like
Oyo) Secondly, these monarchies
Ganda)
are either autocratic or Oligarchic.
Under autocratic or
absolute monarchy, the ruler directly appoints and sacks his
representatives as he likes. This was the prevalent situation
in those kingdoms like Mali and Songhai which were under the
influence of Arab-moslem culture. The rulers (Mansa or Askia
as they were called) appointed military commanders or slaves
over
provinces and districts; and these were directly
responsible to the rulers. This kind of dictatorship is not
typical of African kingdoms. Though such a tendency remains
a temptation to centralized authority.
The monarchies which are oligarchic are the more typical
African pattern of kingship. There is a monarch; but the
exercise
of
It
is
a
authortty is collegial.
type of
"constitutional monarchy". The Bini, Oyo, Egba, Hausa,
-

.
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Ashanti, Abomey, Zulu, Kongo, Swazi, and Ganda kingdoms
are examples of such oligarchic monarchies.
(Though the
Hausa kingdoms were later influenced by Islamic culture after

jihad, and became centralized and autocratic).
kingdom of Oyo is a typical example. The
Alafin is the head of the empire. His person is sacred. He is
in intimate relationship with God and the divinities. Peace,
justice and prosperity are mediated to the kingdom through
his person. To administer the immense Oyo territory, there
are heads of districts,
tribunals, army, and so on. But
him on a daily basis is his council
with
working very closely
of chiefs the Dyo-mesi (seven very powerful chiefs who meet
twice a day to deliberate on the affairs of state). Indeed it is
the Oyo-mesi which elects the Alafin. Each member advises
the king on a key issue of state. The Bashorun (who is first
among the seven) cross-checks the king's actions and could
call for his removal. Next in rank are the army chiefs (Eso
seventy captains who directed the wars that have been
declared by the Alafin). The importance of the military
increased during the slave trade. Then follow the clan chiefs
and family heads. Since the Dyo empire was a confederation
regrouping different units, heads of clans and families played
an important role in the administration of the kingdom. There
are also associations like the Ogboni (more characteristic of
the Egba kingdom) and the age grades (which in modern times
have been assimilated into the association of youths
egbe).
The Oyo empire is a system in which a "divine king"
assures order,
peace, and prosperity; his authority is
he is said to have right over life and death; but
respected
the authority he exercises is collegial with established
principles of neutralizing the monarch. The advantage of one
monarch, as compared to the many heads in the clan and
village-group organisation, is cohesion, wider mixing of
people, more efficient communication, faster realisation of the
objectives of state, more peace and prosperity, and so on.
But my interest of course is not to point out which system is
the Dan Fodio

The Yoruba

-

-

-

better than the other. Rather it is to indicate the vision of
African societies in their social organisation. I shall now draw
out the characteristics which are common to these two
principal patterns of the exercise of authority in Africa.
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2. The Common Traits in the Exercise of Authority.
There

are

many common elements

as

well

as

differences in

exercise of authority by many and its exercise by a
monarch. The difference between one king and many heads is

the

clear.

I shall

highlight three

common

which

elements

are

structural to the composition of these types of societies. I
shall later show how important these elements could be in

rekindling democracy

in Africa and in

interpretation of

our

the way of being church in Africa.
First of all, there is a strong emphasis· on consultation and
deliberation at many levels in order to take decisions affecting

of

society. Since the kingdom is a
Village-groups, the levels of
consultation or deliberation experienced in the village-group
or clan are reproduced in a more sophisticated way in the
kingdom. But no level is omitted. In this way the opinion of
the people governed is always expressed. One may correctly
say that power lies with the people. The society or community
is an active subject of right. It participates in decisions
affecting its well-being. The deliberations aim at reaching a
a system
consensus. This is the famous African "palaver
of mass consultation of the people. This mass consultation is
illustrated in the symbol or totem of the Manja chief in the
Central African Republic. The chief's symbol is a rabbit,
because it has large ears. He has the last word. But his ears
are open to the opinion of all- humans as well as spirits. That
the

well-being

federation

of

the

clans

or

"

-

source of his power; and that also is the limit of his
power. Governance is delicate. The society is like an egg
which is held in the hand. It must be protected from being

is the

broken.

Secondly, the authority of rulers is respected. This is a
duty which is communicated through training from the
family to other established levels of socialization. The ruler
is installed for the benefit of the community
bringing order,
peace and prosperity. The ruler protects the interests of the
The
respect of authorrty is linked to this
people.
to the community. When he fails to
service
indispensable
render this service either through moral failure, sickness or
old age he is removed from office or killed. The gestures of
respect vary from people to people
prostration, profound

civic

-

-
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squatting while greeting, making way for the
ruler to pass, and so on. Closely related to this respect of
rulers is the respect of elders
parents, older brothers or

inclination,

-

sisters, older age grades, any older person, elders of the
society, titled people. The summit of this respect of authority
is the cult of ancestors. This

brings

us

to the third

common

element.

Thirdly, authority is closely linked to the hierarchical
conception of the universe. The ancestors are very close to
God and the divinities. God's power and protection envelop
human life. God is the sky in whose midst humans always find
themselves without at any time arriving at its peripher-y. God
is the sun we cannot gaze at directly; he breaks iron as one
breaks wood; he is the protector of all. Thus the ancestors
who

are

closest to him mediate these powers and benefits to
or leaders of society are never chosen or

humans. The rulers

acclaimed without the intervention

or

ritual presence of the

spirits. Consequently, these rulers are very close
to the ancestors. They are their representatives or even their
emanations. To respect authority is, indirectly, to respect
ancestors and God himself. Blessings follow such a civic
duty, just as harm awaits the one who flouts the authortty of
the rulers. This is the sense in which authorfty is considered
sacred order or hierarchy. Interactions among humans are
suffused with the presence of the sacred to ensure respect of
lawfully constituted authority and freedom from abuse. The
laws of society and the taboos surrounding people in
authority prevent both anarchy and autocracy.
These go to show that Africa had the experience of
democracy derived from its own resources, derived from its
interaction with the environment. Athens may have taught the
West the principles of democracy but Africa had it in her
ancestral

as far as memory can go. We do not need to go to Greek
schools to learn what we know best how to do. But if this is

bosom

why is there so much tendency today in Africa towards
tyranny and the denial of democratic and humane living? Why
did the nationalists, after independence, dismantle the
structures of the Western-type democracy to install their one
party state? Why are there so many military dictatorships?

so,

Why

is

the

whole

negatively used

civil

against

service

the

and

apparatus of state
development of humane living in
11
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most African countries?
one must underline the importance of going
lane
to recall the experience of slavery and
through memory
colonization and their impact on the African society and

It is here that

church.

Unless such

healing,

we

shall

a

never

radical. memorial is

fully

experienced for

retrieve the fundamental values

of African experience of democracy.

3. Dangerous Remembering: Slavery and Colonization.
The point of departure for establishing justice, peace,
rights and democratic or humane living in African
society and church is a radical memorial of the African
human

experience of slavery and colonization. Recalling can be
negative or positive, creative or destructive. We prefer here
the type of memorial which is creative. We remember not to
reproduce the hates, the violence, and the corruption which
characterized our past. Rather we remember in order not to
repeat such abominations and in order to transform such
latent forces of domination into potent forces of the
empowerment of the weak. Such an empowerment has as its
aim the transformation of the universe.
as old as constituted
Slavery is a very ancient practice
as
old
as
wars.
But
kingdoms;
organized
European slave
on
and
the
coasts
of
Africa
have no
raiding
trading
in
the
of
humankind.
comparison
history
Portugal was the leading slaving nation. Other European
countries joined fervently especially when they realised the
benefits of the trans-atlantic trade. The Portuguese regime,
and generally all the other regimes in Europe, was absolute
monarchy. The monarchy was supported by sacred authority
the sacred power of the church. For example, in his Bull,
Romanus Pontifex (1454), Pope Nicholas V accorded to the
king of Portugal a monopoly in trade and exploration along the
West coast of Africa. The slaves brought back from the
Guinea coast would be baptized and won for Christ. Great
theologians like Bartelemy de las Casas directed the
Portuguese and Spanish colonisers of South America to go to
-

-

Africa in search of resistant human beasts of burden to work
their plantations. De las Casas loved the Indians whom he
ably defended but despised Africans. His repentance before

12
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his death cannot diminish the

weight his personanty leant

to

the inhuman enterprise. Two popes were later to condemn
slavery (Urban VIII in his bull of 22 Apri11639 and Gregory
However the
letter In Supremo of 1839).
in
of
the
the
church
crime
cooperation
against humanity and
the theological justification which Medieval christianity gave
XVI

in

the

to "the enslavement of the black

Half

race

have survived into the

millennium after the European invasion
period.
of the Americas (1992) John Paul II, during his visit to one of
modern

a

principal African ports (Goree
Senegal) where slaves
auctioned, called upon Africans to forgive the inhuman
3
crime committed by those who called themselves christians.
One may forgive; but it will be an unpardonable crime to
forget the causes of that human tragedy. It is a tragedy
which had a devastating effect on the organisation of African
the

-

were

societies.

along the coastal. region were first of all
example the Kongo kingdom
disorganized
which was a confederation and whose king was killed in the
battle of Mbwila or Ambuila (near the present Luanda,
Angola, in 1665) broke into fragments. Secondly, Afro-Arab
kingdoms concentrated on destabilising villages ana weaker
kingdoms to increase the human merchandise. Huge armies
were raised for self defence and for slave-raiding. The Oyo
kingdom had an army of about a hundred thousand men. New
African slave kingdoms (like Opobo and Badagry in southern
Nigeria) emerged or became strengthened to participate in the
dehumanizing trade. Thirdly, wars, raids, and frequent
disappearance of children, young men and women became
common not only on the coast but also in the hinterland.
Interethnic or inter-tribal wars and wars between village
groups became more frequent. The channels of trade in salt,
gold, leather, spices, vegetables, from North Africa down to
the heart of the equatorial forest became solely the channels
of violence. Insecurity of civil society was the norm. Among
the agricultural Igoo, parents going to the farm normally hid
their children in the ceiling.
African societies

and dislocated. For

One may

never

know the number of the victims of this

Possibly between seven and fifteen million Africans
may have been put on board slave ships for America. Half that
number may have perished in dungeons. With the creamof the'
trade.
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African youth wrenched from the continent, the economic,
political and cultural weakness of the continent became
sealed. Finally, fear and distrust were implanted in the minds

of Africans. Wealthy chiefs or kings may have sold their
subjects, or were known to have sold their subjects, for
European trinkets and gin. Thus the mentality became born
that one sells another to become rich; that one may use
mystical powers (like witchcraft or sorcery) to steal children
or to spirit people away to slave camps for slave labour at
one's benefit.

3.1. The Crime of Our Ancestors.

participation of African kings, chiefs and leaders of
village-groups in the obscene. trade is very hard to
understand. It is about the worst tragedy that struck the
continent. One may cope with being conquered, exploited,
despised and hated by other races. But when the worm is
inside the beans the seed is destroyed with relative ease (as
human
the Luba of Zaire would say). The value of values
life
was devalued by many of our leaders. Many sons and
daughters of Africa were denied their humanity consigned
to dungeons and concentration camps for slave labour. Values
which were built for thousands of years were consigned to the
dust bin for European trinkets. Instead of the protection of
the people
the leader became the enemy of the people.
Instead of solidarity among members of a kingdom or a village
The

clans

or

-

-

-

I

group, one sells one's kinsman for wealth. Instead of the law
of hospitality, the stranger is unsure of his life. The practice
became common to bury chiefs with some heads. Human life
which the African vision of the world projected as the value
to be protected nurtured and enhanced became cheapened.
Any surprise then that the confidence reposed on the king or
chief as bringer of peace and prosperity was eroded in many
coastal communities. Fear was implanted. Witchcraft became
the imaginary devise to balance the negative consequences of
a society disorganized in its very structures of meaning. This
dimension of our history must not be forgotten; it is a
necessary ingredient for setting our house in order.
I
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3 .'2. Resist:ana! to Slavery.
But we must also note the resistance to this movement by
African societies and kingdoms. King Alfonso I of the Kongo
had to protest to the king of Portugal in 1526 that children of

being hunted by the Portuguese for
Portuguese strengthened Luanda in
the mid-17th century as a base for raids and wars into the
interior, and gave the Kongo king Antonio impossible
conditions, the king mobilised the whole society raising an
the

nobility

were

enslavement. When the

army of about one hundred thousand men for the disastrous
battle of Mbwila. This is one pattern of resistance against

slavery by many African societies for
cherished values and traditions.

the

protection of

The example of the Nri village-group among the Igbo of
Nigeria presents the strongest principled action against
slavery and against the cheapening of human life in those
difficult times. Theirs was a radical, or even intransigent,
defence of human ;life. According to the Nri myth, there was
a covenant between the Earth spirit and humans. "No person
should defile the earth by spilling human blood in violence on
it." The priest-king of Nri who presides over the priestly
village-group sends priests all over Igboland to persuade
people to live in peace and purtfy the earth polluted by
violence. Throughout the turbulent period of slavery and
colonization, it is on record that only once in Nri history did
an Nri king take up arms to fight a war. The aim of the war
was to resist the Abam mercenaries who were hunting for

slaves for the Aro group. An Nri historian called the action of
king "a mushroom attempt") for, after all, "it is an

the

4

abomination to kill any human being even in war"
Nri civilization does not tolerate any holy wars, crusades
or jihads. This is a society where religion is at the service of
•

humane living.

Today

more

than

ever

such humane

living

eludes Nigeria, Africa, and the world. Our societies need to
be reconstructed on the sound ethical principle that any
attack

on

human life sets out shock

the

waves

of disorder

on

the

against the earth against the owner of
earth, and against the inhabitants of the earth.

earth. It is an offence

I
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3.2. The Colonial Experi.enC2.
The colonial

ideology is that of domination and exploitation

of the colonized.
colonial ideology

The

machine for the
both

realisation of the

( colonial military
(christianity). Even if some
methods
of the colonisers,
missionaries
evangelisation and colonization were linked; this link was

superiority)

was

technical

and

religious
opposed the

even foreseen in the Berlin conference of 1884-85 where
Africa was partitioned.
of the
The
colonial
consequences
experience were
enormous. First of all, the societies which had been weakened
were either totally destroyed or subjugated.
Every member of the society was reduced to the level of the
masses including the chiefs and rulers. The local hierarchy
was replaced by an administrator representing a foreign
autocratic regime. The sacred institution which supported the
colonial domination was the christian church which never
condemned colonialism as it had
condemned
slavery
and the nobodies
the
or
chiefs
Secondly,
'subjugated kings
installed as chiefs (for example among the Igbo) lost favour
with the local population and even became despicable in their
eyes. They had to mobilize the population for forced labour;
and often � labour was not drawn from their own
kindreds. Many who were displaced from their homes to
labour camps (for example in tile Ivory Coast and Cameroon)

through slavery

.

never
returned.
Witchcraft and sorcery became more
entrenched as an imaginary devise to Interpret the action of
5
these rulers who could spirit people away into labour camps.
Thirdly, a new class of Africans started to emerge. These
were
indigenes who were participating in the new
administration or those who were preparing themselves to take
over from the colonial administration. Fourthly, all orders
were received from the outside at all levels. African societies
became restructured to respond only to external stimuli. This
situation of extroversion was operative both in the secular
and sacred domains. The African population lost control of
the politics and economy of their continent to the predators.
They were 'no longer the originators of their own designs, nor
were they the projectors of their own
schemes nor the
6
creators of the events that lead to their destiny. Work, in so
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far

as

it is

public, in

became vitiated. It

so

was

far

as

it is related to

done for the interest of

government,
predators. It

not public service for the well-being of society. One
could cheat. Civil service and the whole apparatus of state
took off with this inherent lie. In the church, Latin rituals 01.
the
other
churches
rituals of
were,
indiscriminately
all closely linked
introduced with their patterns of initiation
was

-

system. While the native rituals of initiation were
discouraged but were declared diabolic. The highest

to the school

not

only

virtue for

being selected

minister in the church

(priest
obey and the openness to being
schooled to comply with orders coming from outside. Finally,
Africans became primitive, savages, infants, lazy, at all
This is how Africa was invented; the famous
levels.
anthropological impoveIishment of Africa.
The
which
colonization
and
violence
accompanied
be
the
the
has
to
reconstruction
of
in
rejected
evangeli.sation
or

bishop)

as a

is the readiness to

continent. The collusion of the churches with the colonial aims
objectives shows what can still happen if the churches do

and

not keep their distance from any type of regime in order to
confront whatever evil that faces the society. The reaction of
the mass of Africans and the elite on the cultural, pOlitical,
and military levels to fight colonisation and the discrimination
against Africans have to be assessed and assumed by Africans
in both their negative and positive dimensions. But for the
reconstruction of Africa, and for the reconciliation of Africa
with the powers which enslaved and colonised her the
supreme value of life must always be kept in perspective.
This involves the rejection of violent means to achieve our
aims and objectives. A renewal in our way of being church will
make a contribution in this direction. An Nri pOlitical

theologian (Nwaokoye Odenigbo) enunciated the ethics of this
order in his criticism of colonialism and slavery:

new

len cale, they asked us to abrogate the codes of abolination
They said that they had brought peace based OD different ideas.
We agreed and decided to watch thel. Today, we see war everywhere; we see
brothers have sel with their sisters, we see people strangulate others to
acquire their wealth. The white leD brought lany good things; they brought
peace between Igbo cOllunities but they have not brought peace within the
cOlmunities. We Xri brought peace within cOllunities when Ie ruled. We are

When the white

and taboos.
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doing all

to

Ie can

bring

peace between

us

to, and the white

co •• unities

but the slave trade did

stopped us frol ruling. White len
have arls and we do not believe in fighting. Fighting spills blood on the
earth and this is an abolination. The white len that cale started by killing
not allol

len cale

and

those who did not agree with their rules. We Iri
persuade and convince people not to do so. Okoli
the Ido did what the white

len

did

-

never

did

so: we

tried to

Ijeoma of Ndikelionlu and
they killed people. We Iri condeln it.7

Condemnation of such an action is only a first act. The
of viable communities which will supervise the reign
of ethics in international relations is the necessary basis for
peace. Many church groups and episcopal conferences in
Africa and the world have joined their voice in condemning
the violence in the politics and economy of the world today.
But a more viable pattern of life must first be shown to be
possible to lead the society out of the present confusion. It is
in this way that a new way of being church in Africa and in
the christian world may start the transformation of Africa and
the whole planet earth from the inside.

building

4. Servia! in the African Church

Building Society

-

an

Alternative Pattern of

in Africa.

The church exists to proclaim and bear witness to the

Kingdom. As the new Israel of God, it realises already in its
assembly what it proclaims by word and deed as an alternative
way of living relationship. The style of ministry in the church
is, in my view, the most eloquent testimony of an alternative
society in face of the dictatorships, the spirit of competition
and domination, which characterize governance and business
in Africa and the world.

The 1994 synod of bishops for Africa gave a clear signal
that the church in Africa wishes to chart a new course for
relational leaderShip No doubt the synod Fathers were aware
.

that the present style of being church in Africa, as elsewhere
in the Western world, is not only dominated by the clergy but
is clericahzed
Consequently, it is interesting how the
interventions in the general assembly of the synod according
to available statistics, show that issues related to the Laity
,

I

and Small Christian Communities (Sees) loomed large as new
structural elements for the emergent Aflican ecclesiology. For
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example, while the themes on priests and religious came up 9
times each during the interventions, the laity and sees came
up 30 and 27 times respectively. Of course this does not mean
that the laity are emerging as more important than the clergy
or religious in a new understanding of evangelization in the
year 2000. Instead of a major shift in direction, I rather see
a major shift in concern. But this major shift in the concern
of the Church will ultimately influence the new direction of
restructuring the Church to make its witness more convincing
in the modern world.

What emerges from the analysis of the organisation of
societies made earlier in this study is that the

African

community

or

is

society looms large
tied

as

subject of right. Its

ancestral
history or memory
Consequently, the world of spirits is very much part of the
human world and is a vital dimension for the humanization of
the world. A similar situation is noted in the emergence of the

emergence

church which is the

to

•

sphere of the operation of the Spirit of

Jesus, the Spirit of God.
4.1. Spirit Ecclesiology

as

Relational

Ecclesiology.

The dominant aspect of the dimension of

spirit,

as

revealed

in the sacred recital of the creation of each individual person
in African societies, will now be related to the creative

manifestatiop of the Spirit of Christ in the emergence of the
church-community.
In West African societies the composition of the human
person is expressed in a multiplicity of relationship. The
spiritual element of the person is one of the fundamental
dimensions expressed in the metaphor of relationship. This
element is connected with God and is the creative genius
which embodies the destiny of the human person. The Igbo
call this spiritual dimension chi. Among the Asante it is called
okra; while the Yoruba and ancient Egyptians call it ad and
ka respectively. It is a way of stating clearly in mythic.
language that each person is a unique creation, a unique
concern of divinity, an intimate of God the creator.
Among the IgOO this spiritual element is the baSis of
creativity of the individual person in community. Success or
CPilure, good luck or bad luck, which are assessed always in
19
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relational dimensions in the community, are expressed in this
symbolic metaphor of the spiritual dimension of the self.
In the christian dispensation, the presence of the Spirit of

Spirit of God in the church-community generates
with
God and creates the favourable conditions for
intimacy
creative liberty of the children of God. Those
the
creativity:
born (baptized) into the church-family are made children of
Jesus

or

the

through the indwelling of

Holy Spirit a Spirit which
5:5; 8:9. 14-16). It is
gifts to each member of
the new family of God for the up-building of this same family
(lCor 12; Rom 12: 4-8). This personal and individual link
with the Spirit in the church-community is the basis of the
God

the

-

prays within each one of them (Rom
this indwelling Spirit which bestows

liberation of each christian. It is the freedom to
community; a renewed African community, a
better world.
In the church-family where caring, solidarity, acceptance,
dialogue and tzuat" are characteristics of the warm
relationship in the Spirit, the newly born christian is
fundamentally liberated to live an integrated, related,
freedom

or

create

better

a

wholesome

or

holy life. This image of the church-family which

is the fundament of the call to a renewed African ecclesiology
demonstrates that inculturation is very far from watering

down the christian experience. The Synod of Bishops for
Africa was quick to dismiss such fears. Cardinal Thiandoum
summed up the feelings of the Synod Fathers in his report

after the tnterventtons
It

can

I

be said that inculturation

emerged

as an

overriding

concern

at this

Synod.
every aspect of the life of the Christian in Africa; it
is the larriage of professed faith and concrete life. Inculturation has
nothing to do with seeking a cheap and easy Christianity, rather its final
ail is sanctity in an African lanner.9
It

concerns

Inculturated ecclesiology draws both the church-community
and individual christians into greater intimacy with the Lord
Spirit. African ecclesiology moves each believer to a dynamic
relationship with the Lord and with the community of faith.
The presence of the Spirit which fills the community and
dwells in each baptized christian becomes manifest
through the diverse gifts bestowed by the Spirit for the up-

which
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building of the community Each baptized christian is endowed
with the gift of the Spirit as the Spirit wills. Each gift is a
way of giving internal coherence to each christian. It is a way
of liberating each christian from being closed within the self
so that he or she may be fully involved in the service of the
community. As the church does not exist for itself but for the
Kingdom, the gifts of the Spirit to each christian is for the
purpose of propagating the same Kingdom (cf 1 Cor 12: 4-11).
.

,

New Testament authors fall back

on

the rich Old Testament

metaphors to describe the presence of the Spirit of God in the
midst of the baptized as transforming the body of christians
into "a chosen race, a royal priesthood, a holy nation, God's
own people" (1pt 2: 9)·, "a kingdom and priests servmqour
God" (Rev. 5: 10; 1: 6). It is a sanctity which is best
understood when expressed in the warm language of relational
ecclesiology. Each christian enjoys intimacy with God; and at
the same time lives a life of warmth, solidarity and intimacy
within the church-family; and, consequently, ministers in
solidarity to the community and the world in order to
transform the world. The "in" of the Spirit of God which
makes his home in the community and in each individual
christian, is also the "opening out" of the spirit of the
community and of individuals to creativity. A church not only
of the "head" but essentially of the "heart".
The love and care within the church-family which is the
source

from which the communities and individuals draw the

energy to witness to the Kingdom makes the church the
principal place for the recognition and defence of the rights
of individuals. The recognition by the community, of the gifts
of individuals and of the needs of the

same

individuals, bears

principal testimony that the community is the field of the
operation of the Spirit of God. More than secular institutions

the

the christian church has

more reason

to defend the

rights and

dignity of each human person and each community. Any action
that reduces a community or an individual to a sub-human
level has

more reason

to be resisted within the church than

by

secular institutions. Any discrimination based on race, age,
sex, or social standing, has more reason to be rejected within
the Church-community than in secular institutions. This is
because all humans are created in God's image, and all
christians are children of God; and the indwelling of the
21
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-

Spirit of God is enjoyed by each and all. Just as the
community is the subject of right, each christian (brief each
human) is a subject of right. Unfortunately, from the time the
christian church and the secular dictatorships went into an
unholy alliance, rights of individuals and communities became
infringed upon as a matter of course. In the christian church,
a renewed African ecclesiology of church-family, should learn
from African communal living that each community and each
person enjoy integral., wholesome or holy life through the
recognition of the indwelling Spirit in both the individual and
the community.
The recognition of the gifts of communities and individuals,
of the rights of communities and individuals is fundamental to
the understanding of ministry in the Church. It shows that
fundamentally all members of God's family are graced (filled
with God's particular gifts). All communities have their
particular gifts which they bring to the communion of
churches. No member of the church-family has an Origin
different from other members; though each has his or her own
particular gifts. There is no question of any member being
superior to any other member. In other words, no one, apart
from the Son of God, the head and Master of the Church, is
more a

child of the

common

Father of all in the

one

Church

which is the Mother of all. All are begotten through the same
ritual process of baptism in "water and Spirit". Ministries and
are then for the well-being of the community, and for
testimony of the community to the Kingdom in the world.
As Mgr G. Philips put it, "Some were established as teachers
by Christ, stewards (dispensers) of the means of salvation,
and pastors, not over the others but for the benefit of the
others, not super alios but pro aliislO

services

the

4.2. From Clericalism to

a

Collegial

The issue is not whether
It

not

church

a

or

or

Collaborative

"hierarchy"

matter of whether

we

is fashionable

as

or

•

not.

should democratize in the

not. The incarnational tension of the

that the church

Ministry

institution cannot

ignore

church.zmpltes

the structures of

in which it is living. However, the fundamental issue
for the renewal of the church is whether the Spirit of God is
allowed full initiative in the assembly of christians. It is a

society
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question of whether the church remains still the creation of
the Spirit of the risen Lord to accomplish the mission confided
to her by the Lord.
4.2.1. Ministry with "Large Ears" or Leadership of
Communities in the Service of -Listening-.

Among the Manja of the Central African Republic the totem
for the chief is the rabbit because this unobtrusive animal has
"large ears". As is common all over Africa, the chief is

considered to be very close to God, the ancestors and the
protective spirits of the community. He does not replace the

But, along with other elders, he makes them
present (represents them) in his person and behaviour. The
underline
as
the
most
dominant
Manja
"listening"
characteristic of the chief. His "large ears" bring him close to
God, ancestors and divinities, and close to the conversations
taking place in the community. He has the "last word". This
is because he speaks after having assimilated and digested
the Word of the community. He is the guardian of the
dynamic, life-giving Word which creates and recreates the
community. One may legitimately compare the custodianShip
of the Word (in other words,
Truthfulness, Fairness,
Honesty, Communication) imaged in the "large ears" of the
chief with the tendency among the Bambara of Mali to admire
the "immensity of the Word"; a Word which "embraces" the
whole of humanity. When uttered it heals and provides
humane living. Such a sacred Word is "too large" for the
individual mouth. It is an almost personalized Word which no
speaker ever masters or appropriates, rather it belongs to
the human community; and each sacred speech (of the
11
community leader) approximates to this Word.
For the chief to be fair, he must be a patient listener. And
this listening takes plenty of time. This is what is generally
referred to as "African palaver": the liberation of speech at
all levels of community in order to come close to that Word
which is too large for the mouth; the Word which saves and
heals. "African palaver" should not be understood as the
interminable, time consuming, endless, aimless, useless
ancestors.

.

discussion!
The liberation of the word is the best antidote against
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autocracy. The experience of dictatorships and the control of
the mass media by government, where speech no longer is a
means of communication but a tool for propaganda and lying,
is far from the experience of communication, fairness, and
truthfulness, which is the aim of speech and discussion in
African communities. In the name of African
those
who like to hold the Word captive make the
culture,
claim that as chiefs they have the last word. Mobutu
traditional

propagated the slogan "one father,

one

mother,

one

country

,

one chief". His aim was to seduce Zairians into believing that
he is the best thtnq that ever happened to Zaire. Many

African dictators, as is the practice in Nigeria, normally go
against the free media in their attempt to hold the Word
captive. They are charlatans and terrorists. Instead of being

out

leaders, they are hirelings and robbers who are there to steal
and destroy. Communication, Fairness, Truthfulness, elude
them because they have failed the first test of leadership in
Africa: listening to the conversations going on in the
community. Furthermore, they have failed to live under the
gaze of ancestors and God, in order to qualify to draw from
the pool of that creative and healing Word "too large" for the
mouth of one individual, in order to build community. They
have very "short ears" instead of the leaders' "large ears".
They are hard of hearing. Indeed they are deafened by the
noise of their

propaganda.
repeated over and over again, in the political
community as well as in the Church, the chief, as the Manja
tell us, begins by listening; he speaks only after having
recorded the discussions going on in the community, so that
his speech releases the healing word of which he is the
principal custodian; a word which makes the community stand
It must be

erect.

African bishops and priests love the image of the priest as
chief. The elements in the constitution of the now approved
Roman Liturgy for use in the dioceses of Zaire make this
clear. The crucial question researched into when that liturgy
was being put together was how a traditional chief would
preside over the Eucharist if he has a grasp of its essential
meaning. This image of the chief is entrenched In the

popularity of the leopard symbol in both the liturgical
vestments and the development of related liturgies (like the
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liturgy for the consecration of Virgins). The leopard is the
chief of animals.
Liturgies being developed in Kumasi
(Ghana), Diebougou (Bourkina Faso) also draw immensely
from the functioning of the chief within the community. This
in itself is a positive orientation. Inculturation is drawing
from the high culture of the community. But it also shows a
very positive appreciation of the understanding of ministry in
the Church. Instead of service to a particular local spirit
(priest with limited ritual functions) it is understood �s
leadership of a community which includes ritual functions.
We must, however, fall back on the resources of our
African tradition to recover the dynamic image of the chief or
a person living under the gaze of God,
community leader
ancestors and spirits; a person living in attentive listening to
the community in order to be the custodian of that Word which
belongs to the community, which belongs to humanity. Such
an image of the chief is certainly unnerving for an individual.
It is parallel to the sanctity expected of the priesthood
according to the teaching of Cyprian of Carthage, a sanctity
drawn from the Levitical Law of purity.
We must take care to underline that the image of the chief
will influence ministry truly
or community leader which
christian and truly African in our church is not the
bastardization of the chief by African dictators, nor the
imported Roman and feudal autocracy which dominates the
present ministerial practice of the Roman catholic church. The
typical hierarchy in Africa is a servant "sacred power" or a
self-less leadership which is the polar opposite of autocratic
or despotic rulership.
-

4.2.2. Liberating Sacred Power, ·Hierarchy·, through
Initiation
The order

(ordo

-

•

Tertullian) in the Church and its

hierarchical. structure are sometimes argued, in catholic
ecclesiology to be of divine origin. It is, however, strange
that

the key term hieros is totally missing in the New
Testament description of ministry (diakonia). Certainly
ministry in the Church is connected intimately with the very
emergence of the Church. From the constitution of the

Twelve, the necessary symbol of the renewed offer of Gad to
25
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Israel

through Jesus, it is clear that their ministry is
fundamental in the emergence of the "new Israel of God"
which is the Church. Secondly, the apostolic ministry (as
distinct from the function of the

Twelve) is

so

each hranch of the Church must in

one

the other trace

its

to the

origin

way

or

crucial that

apostles.

Other ministries and
needs

services

of

arose

within

the church

and

Gospel
following the
there
are the seven
Holy Spirit.
example,
chosen to oversee the relationship between Jewish and gentile
christians (Acts 6), and those placed in charge of the
churches as presbyter-bishops (Acts 14:23; Tit 1 :5), and the
numerous services in the church whose list is not supposed to
be exhaustive (lCor 12).
according

to

the

movement of the

the

For

Therefore the church cannot be conceived
without ministries. The church

nor can

it live

has need of

organisation
apostolic and post-apostolic church the
ministry of the presbyter-bishop and deacon were the best
known and universalized. The operation of the Spirit of God
within the community for the choice or election, and the
posting of the minister, especially within the context of the
liturgical. celebration, lends an aura of sacrality to the
responsibility of the minister. In this way one may
legitimately interpret the function of leadership in the church
as an exercise of sacred power, "hierarchy". It may be more
correct to speak of sacred ministry. But if this is construed
leaders.

as an

the

In

to mean the establishment of ordo in the form of the Roman

ordo

senatorius, entrenChing rank and privilege in the
church-community, such an understanding of ministry will be
totally against the prescription of the Master:
·You know that among the Gentiles those whom they recognize as their rulers
over them, and their great ones are tyrants over them. But it is not

lord it
so

among you; but whoever wishes to become

great among

you must be your

servant, and whoever wishes to be first among you 'must be slave of all. For
the Son of Man
a ransom

for

came

not to be served but to

serve,

and to

give his life

as

many.· (Mk 10: 42-44).

The service of Jesus unto death influenced

christian notion of

ministry

Gospel described it
26
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departing founder of christianity
washing of the feet:

in the

arresting story of the

and you
IDo you know what I have done to you? You call me Teacher and Lord
are right, for that is what I al. So if I, your Lord and Teacher, have washed
your feet, you also ought to wash one another's feet. For I have set you an
-

example, that you also should do as I have done
you, servants are not greater than their master,
than the one who sent them.' (In 13: 12-16).

to you.

Very truly,

I tell

nor are

messengers

greater

This testament of the Lord to his church

passion

is

as

powerful

as,

and the

the

on

reverse

eve

of his

side of,

the

eucharistic rite. Both the service and the rite the one never
without the other, make present the service of Jesus in the
I

christian community and the witness of the church to the
12
of salvation in the world.

good

news

theology of the priesthood and the
prevailing liturgical practice of the Roman rite like to link the
establishment of the priesthood to the ancestral gestures of
the Lord Jesus on the eve of his passion (on Holy Thursday)
Official

catholic

.

This connects the institution of the eucharist, understood as
with
the
sacrifice,
priestly ministry.
( and
Bishops

presbyters) have been associated

with the presidence at the
as a sacrifice at least from

eucharistic celebration, considered

the 2nd and 3rd centuries. [The Didache may be the last
evidence of the presidence of prophets]. But theology is
correct in attaching the emergence of ministry in the church,
and the founding of the church itself, to that ancestral and

foundational narrative of the eucharistic gestures. It is a
narrative of the self-gift of Jesus as food for his friends. It
is a narrative recapturing the more lengthy recital of the

passion

or

the ordeal

he

passed through

to

become

the

redeemer of the world. This ordeal or paschal mystery is a
passage, an initiation. If "servants are not greater than their
nor "messengers greater than the one who sent them"
(In 13: 16), then ministry is not simply presiding over the
eucharist, but essentially displaying the service of the master

master"

unto death in the midst of the brethren and the world. This

view
tallies
with
the
rabbinic
understanding of the
the
messenger, the one who is sent (shaliach, or apostolos)
authorized or commissioned representative of the sender of
-
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apostle.."

the

Ministers

or

leaders of

community

are

in this

way the commissioned representatives of Jesus Christ (1 Cor
12:28), and the commissioned representatives of the Spirit

filled

community (2 Cor 8:23; Acts 13:2f). They are elders
witnesses of his sufferings (1Pt 5: 1) through their
own sufferings.
We become christians through a process of passage or
who

are

initiation which imitates his death in order that we may rise up
to a new kind of life (cf Rom 6:1-3). We become, thereby,
or a kingly
partners or participants in Christ (Heb 3: 14)
priesthood (1Pt 2 :9-10; Rev 1 :6; 5: 10). That is why we "look
to Jesus the pioneer and perfecter of our faith" (Heb 12:2).
Consequently, the christian group, as a body and as
individuals, bears united witness to the service unto death of
the Master.
This is their fundamental ministry in the
and
to the world. Aware of his path of humiliation
community
and self-abasement (cf Phil 2: 6-8), it will be impossible to
move from the language of service to that of domination
from
the language of being slaves of all to the language and
practice of rank and privilege. Service as the overriding
experience of living in the family of God has set aside all
manners of
domination based on patriarchy and special
or
gifts:
knowledge
-

r

aBut you are not to be called rabbi, for you have one teacher, and you are
all students. And call no one your father on earth, for you have one Father
the one in heaven. Nor are you to be called instructors, for you have one
instructor, the Messiah. The greatest among you will be your servantft. (Mtt
-

23:8-12).
betrayal of this Gospel which has the sole
changing the ways of the secular world, of
the
alternative
society which is the beginning of the
creating
transformation of the world, we must reread the injunction of
To avoid the

intention

of

the Master in terms of the

resources

of Africa in its social

organisation

arresting imagery of this ministry as service
is the image of the "large ears".
The
characterization of the leadership of the bishop in his diocese
or of the episcopal conference as a "ministry with large ears"
is a good symbol for leaders working for the unity of the
But the most

in

28
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community and for the effective communion or communication
between local churches. Because it implies consultation or
deliberation at all levels of community, it becomes an imagery
which testifies, according to Cyprian, that the will of God
may triumph in the church-community over against human
presumption or error.
The eccl.esiology of Cyprian of Carthage and the clear
ecclesiological and disciplinary options of the North African
church evoke the image of the "ministry with large ears".
Cyprian's ecclesiology revolved around the Oneness of the
Church and the Oneness of the priesthood. The moral unity
which the pastors must always maintain is the symbol of the
unity of the church realised in a local group enjoying its
autonomy but linked to the other local churches in
North

communion.

problems of

African

councils

were

held

to

resolve

the church of North Africa. The North African

church showed itself competent to resolve its own problems
being the less in communion with the Roman church.

without

priesthood is symbolized in the primacy of
episcopacy of Peter. The Lord made him priest before the
others, not to show any superiority, but to demonstrate the
One priesthood. When some disciples decided to discontinue
with Jesus (In 6:66-69) Peter replied for the Church. This
shows that the church is the people united around its Pontiff
the flock united around its shepherd. He who is not with the
14
bishop is not with the Church.
However, despite this high sacerdotal inclination of
Cyprian, the bishop of Carthage declared himself opposed to
dictatorship in the exercise of episcopal power. In the thick
of the persecutions, his colleagues, the priests and deacons,
wrote him to ask his views about the lapsi (who fell away but
wished to come back). They had to find out from him because
one
should do nothing without the bishop (nihil sine
episcopo) The bishop of Carthage replied in Letter 14:4 in
the following words,
The Oneness of the

the

I

,

Concerning the
I am unable to

matter about which

give

an answer

our

brothers in the priesthood wrote Ie
right frol the
...

all alone. I lade it a rule

beginning of

my episcopacy, according to If personal opinion, to take no
decision without your counsel and without the vote (suffrage) of the people.
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it is important in the Church to do nothing
bishop, it is equally vital to do-nothing without
the presbyteral. council, and to do nothing without the lay
faithful. Indeed, for Cyprian, the vote or consultation of the
People is fundamental in the election of the Bishop. Despite
the fact that probably the ultimate vote is that of the
neighbouring bishops, Cyprian lays heavy capital on the vote
of the People. This vote of the People and the clergy is the
Thus, just

as

without the

most effective way for the revelation of Divine Providence and
15
the avoidance of human error (praeswnptio humana).

Cyprian's position shows us that the Church as a People
assembled around the Pontiff, a Flock gathered around the
Shepherd, is a Unity based on communion and responsibility.
Consultation and deliberation are important at all levels for
the realisation of the Church. The pattem of administration
is collegial, or to use the language of the 1994 Africa synod,
it is "collaborative" ministcy.
The community as a subject of right, as the sphere of the
operation of the Spirit of Christ, is built on collegiality
through the collaborative participation of the members. It is
necessary to underline that the Yoruba (of Oyo kingdom) call
the Alafin or king a "divine king". Nevertheless, twice a day,
there is deliberation over his manner of ruling or rather
leading the community by seven powerful chiefs who are
members of his ruling council. And there are other levels of
control as we showed in the earlier parts of this study. This
shows that the community has faith in its God who is best
encountered in the conversations going on in the community
for the benefit of the entire community. It has trust in the
spirituality of its leaders but this trust is best expressed
through the free participation of all in deciding the
orientation of their community. This participation is more
direct or republican in those communities where the exercise
of authority is in many hands.
The christian community is all the time listening to the
voice of he who has conquered death, he who is the chief
Shepherd who gave his life for the flock. The elders of the
community are "witness[es] of the sufferings of Christ" (1pt
5:1). And as true witnesses (martyrs) they "feed" or "tend"
the flock, not lording it over them (cf In 21:15-16; 1pt 5:14). A leadership which cultivates the "ministry with large
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ears" makes it easier for the churches to listen, to-hear, and
to do what the Spirit is saying to the Churches (cf Rev 2-:29;
3: 22). This is the way forward for the church in Africa and
the world church. On this basis the church may challenge the
dictatorships and propaganda which undercut communion or
communication at the expense of humane living.
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